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Lion Facts: 

 
 
Scientific name: Panthera leo (Was Felis leo until recently.) 
Family: Felidae, Order: Carnivora, Class: Mammalia. 
Male: Avg. Length: 9 ft. (2.7 meters), weight: 350-400 lbs. (157-180 Kg.). 
Height: 36 in. (90cm.) 
Female: Avg. Length: 8 ft. (2.4 meters), weight: 250-300 lbs. (112.5-136 Kg.).  
Height: 30 in. (75 cm) 
(Lengths include the tail. Height measured at the shoulder.) 
No. of teeth: 30 
Lifespan: 12 years in the wild, 20 years in captivity. Females typically live a few more years in the wild. 
Maximum speed: 30 mph over 50 yds. ( 48 kph. over 46 m.) 
Biggest Jump: 12 ft. (3.7 m.) vertical, 36 ft. (10.8 m.) horizontal. 
Gestation period: 105-115 days. 
Body Temperature: 101 deg. F (38.33 deg C) 

Habitat: Grassy plans and open woodlnds 

Diet: Carnivorous 

Predators: Humans 
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How many teeth does a lion have?Lions have 30 teeth.  

How much can an adult lion eat in one feeding? 
The female lion captures most of the mid-sized prey (wildebeest, zebra, etc.) but the males typically catch the really 
big prey (buffalo & giraffe). They can eat a lot at a single sitting: a male can eat 43 kg in a day; a female may eat 
over 25 kg. But their average intake is only about 8-9 kg per day.  

The roar of a lion spreads up to 8 kilo meters 

 
 
 
Despite being popularly known as the "king of the 
jungle", the lion is an animal of the open plains, and 
can be found throughout Africa. It is nevertheless a 
threatened species with significant populations being 
limited to national parks in Tanzania and South 
Africa. 
 
The last remnant of the Asiatic lion (subspecies 
Panthera leo persica), which in historical times 
ranged from Greece to India through Persia, lives in 
the Gir Forest of northwestern India. About 300 lions 
live in a 1412 km² (about 550 square miles) sanctuary 
in the state of Gujarat. 
 
Lions had become extinct in Greece, their last 
European outpost, by 100 AD, but they survived in 
considerable numbers in the Middle East and North 
Africa until the early 20th century. The lions that 
used to live in North Africa, called Barbary lions are 
thought to have been a subspecies of lion, although to 
date it has not yet been tested enough to confirm this. 
 
Lions are recurring symbols in the coat of arms of 
royalty and chivalry. Lions show up in the art of 
China, even though lions have never lived in China. 
No animal has been given more attention in art and 
literature. C.A.W. Guggisberg, in his book Simba, 
says the lion is referred to 130 times in the Bible. The 
lion can be found in stone age cave paintings. 
 
Although they are not often heard of because they are 
rare, White Lions do exist. These spectacularly 
beautiful felines have made Timbavati, South Africa, 
semi-famous. There is a recessive gene in white lions 
that gives them their unusual color. This recessive 
gene is also what causes some tigers to be white; 
white tigers are not a specific kind of tiger. Many 
white tigers with this gene are bred for zoos and 
animal shows. White Lions have a great disadvantage 
when it comes to hunting. Their white color gives 
away a hiding place when the lion is trying to catch 
prey. 

The lion is a member of the cat family, and shares 
many common traits of this family. The body is very 
muscular, with less bone mass than other animals of 
comparable size. This is also responsible for the 
grace of movement we associate with members of the 
cat family. The forebody of the lion is very 
powerfully built, and has the greatest forebody 
strength of any cat, except possibly the tiger. This 
enables the lion to deliver blows with it's forepaws 
heavy enough to break a zebra's back. The bones of 
the front legs are twisted in such a manner as to give 
a great range of motion to the forelimb. 

Each paw is equipped with soft pads to make it's 
movements quiet. Like most carnivores, lions are 
digitigrade walkers. This means they essentially walk 
on their toes. But, the majority of the animal's weight 
is borne by the main paw pads, which would 
correspond on a human to the palm of the hand at the 
base of the fingers. Extra bones in the toe joints give 
the toes a wide range of motion.The claws are 
retractible and very sharp. The retractable feature 
helps keep the claws sharp, and prevents injury 
during play, etc. The dewclaw on the front limbs is 
often used as a toothpick. The claws grow as a series 
of layers. As a layer wears, it is shed, and a new 
sharp-pointed claw is exposed. The claw on a large 
lion can be 1 1/2 inches (38 mm) or more from base 
to tip along the curve. 

The body is covered with a sandy brown coat in most 
subspecies of lions, but there is a white variant that 
shows up once in a while, especially in the Timbavati 
region of South Africa. (The white variant is also 
showing up more and more among captive lion 
populations.) Lions with a very dark brown coat have 
been observed, but this is quite rare. The coat color of 
a lion is not determined so much by the color of the 
hair, but by the ratio of light-colored hairs to dark-
colored hairs. 
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The mature male lion has a mane that covers the 
backside of the head, and the shoulders. The extent of 
the mane varies from individual to individual, with 
some having no mane at all, while others have a 
luxurious mane that runs onto the body, along the 
abdomen, and even onto the fronts of the back legs in 
exceptional specimins. The mane varies in color from 
the rest of the body, and tends to grow darker with 
age. Some lions in the Serengeti area and from North 
Africa have a nearly black mane. Just like th body 
hair, the mane color is determined by the ratio of dark 
hairs to light hairs present. The mane hair is stiff and 
wiry, like stiff horeshair. Besides it's primary role of 
protecting the male during fights, it has been 
discovered that female lions prefer males with bigger 
and darker manes. 

The eyes are proportinately larger than in other 
comparable-sized animals, and posess round pupils. 
Lions, like most cats, are visual animals. The eyes are 
also well-adapted for use under very low light. This 
helps the lion hunt at night. Contrtry to popular 
notion, a lion's eyes do not glow in the dark, but they 
contain a special reflective coating that will reflect 
even moonlight. This coating increses the lion's 
visual acuity in very low light by ensuring that every 
possible photon of light makes it to the cells in the 
retina. Their eyes are effective even by starlight. A 
white circle just below the eyes helps reflect light 
into the eyes to further improve night vision. Like 
most mammals, lions have a nictitating membrane 
which serves to clean and protect the eye in some 
circumstances. Lions, like most cats, have limited 
ability to move their eyes side-to-side, and must turn 
the head to look in a different direction. 

The sense of smell is well developed. Lions mark 
their territories by means of scent deposits, 
necessitating a good sense of smell. This also helps 
them find kills made by other predators, and perhaps 
obtain an easy meal by driving the other predator off 
their kill. Another interesting thing that lions and all 
other cats posess is a special olfactory organ on the 
roof of the mouth called a Jacobson's organ. 
Sometimes, you will see a lion, or even your cat, 
grimace when smelling something. They are opening 
their lips to draw air over their jacobson's organs. 
This grimacing gesture is called Flehmen. 

The sense of hearing is perhaps only slightly above 
average. The ears can be swiveled over a wide angle 
to enable the lion to hear distant sounds, and know 
what direction they are coming from. 

The lion's tail is the only one in the cat family with a 
tassel at the tip. (Ligers also have a tassel, but they 
are not found in the wild.) This tassel conceals a 
spine, which is the last few tail bones fused together. 
What function this spine serves, if any, is unknown. 
The tail is very important for overall balance. 
Females also use their raised tail as a 'follow me' 
signal for the cubs. They also use it to signal each 
other during a group hunt. 

The lion's teeth are well adapted for killing their prey 
and eating it. The great canine teeth are spaced such 
that they can slip between the cervical vertebrae of 
their favorite-sized prey animals, and sever the spinal 
cord. The shape of the back teeth, which are called 
carnassals instead of molars, makes them work like a 
pair of scissors, for cutting pieces of meat. The jaw is 
not capable of moving side-to-side, like ours. This 
helps keep the carnassal teeth in alingment for 
cutting. The rest of the teeth are conical, and 
designed for cutting and tearing. Lions, like all cats, 
do not chew their food, but swallow it in chunks. 
(This lioness is 'Sierra' at the Sierra Safari Zoo in 
Reno, NV.) They also use only one side of their 
mouth at a time. This trait is also common to all cats, 
and is caused by the inability of the jaw to move side-
to-side. The tongue is covered with rough spines, 
called papialle. This helps the lion scrape meat off of 
bones, and acts like a comb for grooming. 

The digestive system of the lion is simple, not unlike 
a human's. Meat is fairly easy to digest, and the 
elaborate digestive mechanisms present in their prey 
for breaking down celluose are not needed. Cats, in 
general have the shortest digestive tracts of all 
animals. 

A lion's body temperature ranges from 100.5 to 102.5 
degrees farenheit. (38.05 - 39.16 degrees C.) 

No physical description of the lion would be 
complete without some mention being made about it's 
magnificent roar. Only four cats can roar: The lion, 
tiger, leopard, and jaguar. These four cats have been 
assigned to the genus Panthera because they can 
roar. Of these cats, the lion roars the most. It is 
beleived the roar serves to alert other lions of an 
individual's presence. Roaring choruses of several 
lions, or a whole pride, also take place. When a lion 
roars, it can do so with enough force to raise a cloud 
of dust. Roaring is made possible by a special two-
piece hyoid bone in the throat. All of the non-roaring 
cats have a one-piece hyoid bone. It is said that a 
lion's roar can be heard 5 miles (8 km) away. 
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Lion cubs are born blind, in litters of two to four. 
(Litters up to nine have been reported, but chances of 
more than four survivng are low, because the mother 
has just four teats.) They are typically about 1 foot 
(30.5 cm.) long and weigh about a pound (.45 Kg.). 
The cubs are completely covered with fur at birth, 
and may carry some spots while they are young. The 
eyes open in about 2-3 weeks, but they probably don't 
function for about a week after they open. The milk 
teeth appear about three weeks after birth, and the 
cubs are ready for solid food about a week later. 
Interestingly enough, wild lion mothers often do not 
wean their cubs until they are 2-3 months old. 

The mother lion keeps her cubs by themselves for the 
first few weeks, but then introduces them to the pride. 
Once introduced, cubs may suckle any lactating 
female. This helps bond the cubs to the adults, and 
promotes survival. The mother carries the young cubs 
around by the scruff of their necks when it becomes 
necessary to move them. 

Cub mortality is extremely high, with only one in 
eight surviving to adulthood. (Survival prospects are 
excellent after that.) There is a number of reasons for 
this. First of all, teething is painful, and weakens the 
cub so that many die during teething. Mother lions 
can become absorbed by some activity, and will 
forget for a while that they have cubs to care for. A 
new male taking over a pride will kill all of the cubs, 
so that the pride contains only cubs of his siring. 
Finally, cubs are at the bottom of the feeding 
hirearchy, and only get food when the adults are 
filled. Indeed, many cubs starve to death when food 
is scarce. An interesting exception to this is that male 
lions will frequently let the cubs share his food, while 
the females make the cubs wait their turn. 

Young cubs spend much of thier waking time 
playing, and practicing the survival skills they will 
need as adults. Just before they are a year old, they 
will join their parents in the hunt. Before the cubs 
have reached the age of two, they can bring down 
prey as large as a gazelle by themselves. At age two, 
lions become sexually mature, and males start to 
grow manes. The appearance of the mane causes the 
young males to be driven out of the pride. Females 
usually stay with the pride for their entire life, 
although some are known to live alone. 

Single males, often called nomadic males, often live 
on their own for many years. Frequently, two or more 
males, often brothers, will form an association, and 
hunt together, often for the rest of their lives. This 

association probably results from the advantages of 
hunting together when young, and freshly kicked out 
of the pride. These groups of powerful males will 
often take on game that females tend to leave alone. 
Attacks on giraffe by male groups is not unknown. It 
is also commonm for these male associations to take 
over a pride as a group. 

Females go through a sort of 'trial' when they reach 
adulthood, to see if they can stand up to the other 
adult females. This takes the form of harrasment at 
kills, minor fights, etc. Those who can take the 
harrasment of the other females are ultimately 
accepted into the pride. Those that are intimidated, 
and run away when harrased, become nomads. 
Lionesses accepted into the pride are members for 
life, and are still welcome even when age or injury 
makes them less effective hunters. 

A pride of lions is a family structure. It consists 
typically of 4-20 females with their cubs, and 
typically, two or three males. The number of males in 
a pride can very from one to as many as seven. It is 
being found that two or males in the pride is the best 
situation for long-term survival. Two or more males 
will have more success in staving off takeover 
attempts by other males. Although a single male may 
only be able to hold a pride for an average of 18 
months (With a lion generation being about 22 
months), a group of several males may succeed in 
holding a pride for several years. 

All of the females in a pride will be related to one 
another, and the young cubs are usually of the pride 
male(s). 

Male(s) who wish to take over a pride will challenge 
the male(s) in control. One form this sometimes takes 
is a 'stare-down', where two males will sit a few feet 
apart, face-to-face, and stare at each other. The first 
one to break his stare is the 'loser'. This can go on for 
many hours. Eventually, most pride control power 
struggles end in some form of physical confrontation. 
Fights to the death occur occasionally, and many a 
male in his prime has fallen acquiring or defending a 
pride. Surviving losers often become nomads, and 
have to fend for themselves. They tend to lose 
weight, and scavenge more than they hunt as they 
grow older. However, it is not unknown for another 
lion to share their food with one of these old nomads. 
It is interesting to note that females outnumber males 
by a substantial margin in wild lion populations, even 
though the birth ratio is about 50 percent 
male/female. This is probably due to the tendency of 
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males to be nomads, take on more dangerous game, 
and be killed in pride takeover attempts. Elderly 
males are often killed by other predators. 

Lions of both sexes will rub each other in greeting. 
This rubbing can be quite vigorous and forceful. 
Males will sometimes knock each other over when 
they rub. One person who raises lions suffered 2 
broken ribs from a particularly intense rub she 
recieved (in affection, of course!). This rubbing 
serves a purpose. There are scent glands on the 
corners of the mouth. Rubbing deposits this scent on 
the other lion. This scent is kind of like a mark of 
bonding or ownership, and the other lion will relish 
this mark. This behavior is common to all felines, and 
your house cat does this too, when it rubs you. Male 
lions will also spray other lions as a means of 
enhancing bonding. 

In a pride, the females do most of the hunting. It is 
often observed that the male will eat first, and then 
the females. This way, the males get big and strong. 
They also get somewhat clumsy, and this, combined 
with a big mane, makes them less-adept hunters. 
Although the pride male can, by virtue of his size, 
easily dispatch a prey animal the females are 
struggling with, he relies on the females for a lot of 
his food. 

Despite their size and clumsiness, male lions are still 
formidible hunters. When patrolling the territory, 
they will often hunt for themselves. 

In return for 'the lion's share', the male is responsible 
for marking a pride's territory. He does this by 
spraying a scent from a gland on his anus, on 
vegetation. He can also mark his territory by 
scratching marks on trees. (These also serve to 
sharpen the claws, and clean out any bits of meat 
caught on them.) The male also defends his territory, 
and of course, provides the pride's 'stud service'. It is 
unusual for a male to have control of a pride, if he is 
beyond the age of ten years. 

Researchers have recently found small populations of 
lions with a markedly different pride structure than 
what is found on the African plains. These lions have 
been found in very desolate country along the upper 
Nile river. In these prides, the roles of the males and 
females are reversed. the males do most of the 
hunting, with Cape buffalo being their usual prey. 
The lionesses mainly stay at home with the cubs. 
Often, a pride will live in a cave. The researchers 
who discovered this theorize that this may be typical 

of the lion that lived in the holy lands, and may 
explain some of the untypical traits of the lion 
mentioned in biblical texts. More research is being 
done in this area. 

Lions are social animals. By hunting together, they 
can go after bigger game. Bigger game means more 
food for everyone. (Lions don't think about 
ecological advantages, they just like to eat!) The 
typical prey animal that is taken by lions is in the 250 
pound (112.5 Kg.) range, but much larger game 
(Such as buffalo) is hunted when conditions permit. 
(In the SavutiNational Park in Botswana, adult 
elephants and hippos are occasionally taken.) Prey 
species more commonly taken include zebra, 
wildebeest, gazelles, antelope and waterbuck. Lions 
will also hunt smaller animals, when they are hungry 
and nothing bigger is available. Even crocodiles are 
occasionally hunted. 

Lions are also expert scavengers, and obtain as much 
as 40 percent of their food by stealing it from other 
predators, or finding already dead animals.  

Although they are the largest, lions are by no means 
the best hunters in their ecosystem. (Cheetahs are 
probably the best.) They do not do simple things that 
solitary predators tend to do, like keep the wind 
before them. Instead, lions survive because there is so 
much food available around them, and they tend to 
hunt in groups. Even their impact on prey populations 
is smaller than might be suspected. About one in 
fifteen of any given popular prey animal will become 
a lion meal in a given year. This isn't even enough to 
significantly control population growth! On average, 
a single lion will kill 15-20 large herbivores a year. 

Hunting is done most frequently in the evening, or 
early morning. Much hunting is also done at night. 
The moonless part of the night is preferred for 
hunting. Less hunting is done during the day, due to 
the heat, and better chances of being spotted by the 
prey. Lions do hunt during the day, and their best 
statistical chance of a single animal making a kill is 
when they stumble across a lone prey animal who is 
caught by surprise. 

Group hunting methods are ruthless and scientific. 
The younger members of a pride will often 'drive' a 
herd of prey animals towards the more experienced 
hunters who are waiting in ambush. Sometimes, one 
or more lions will wait in ambush at a waterhole, and 
jump on unsuspecting animals coming for a drink. In 
any case, the hunts are surprisingly well organized. 
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Once a lion has selected an animal to attack, it will 
sprint to it and attempt to grab hold of it. Lions are 
not endurance runners, and need to be fairly close to 
their faster quarries. Often several individuals will 
assist in making the kill. Making a kill is generally 
done in two stages: first, bring the animal down, then 
actaully kill it. In most cases, this process starts by a 
lion jumping onto the back of the selected prey 
animal, and working it's way towards the neck. It will 
use it's needle-sharp claws to hold onto the animal 
while doing this. Many animals who are sucessful in 
escaping being killed will undoubtedly later die from 
the severe lacerations inflicted by the sharp claws. 

The most frequently used killing method is 
suffocation. A single lion will often get a good bite 
on it's victim's throat, and crush the windpipe. 
Especially when killing large prey, one lion of a 
group will clamp it's mouth over it's victim's nose and 
mouth while the other lions hold it down. It is not 
unusual for the other lions to open the abdomen and 
begin eating while the animal is still being 
suffocated. In fact, this often kills the animal faster 
than the suffocation does. (Interestingly enough, the 
victim rarely struggles after it is brought down. This 
is probably due to the shock of being caught, and 
suggests that they may not be suffering as much as 
you might be led to beleive. Some people also 
believe that lions are capable of 'projecting a thought' 
into the prey to help it suffer less.) Sometimes, a 
large group of hungry lions will so completely 
immobilize an animal that they just simply tear it 
apart. Although it may seem that lions sometimes try 
to 'humanely' dispatch their prey, the real reason they 
like fast kills is that they can start eating sooner. 

A variety of other techniques are occasionally used to 
make the kill. A well-placed swat with their massive 
paws can also instantly immobilize an aninimal by 
doing considerable internal damage. Very small prey 
is killed by simply biting through it. A more 
spectacular killing method, often seen on nature 
shows, involves leaping on the prey's back and biting 
the back of the neck. The big canine teeth slip 
between the vertabrae and break the spinal cord. 
Death is immediate. A few observers have recorded 
lions hooking their paws around the neck in such a 
way as to immobilize the head while flipping the 
body over. This breaks the neck, and kills the prey, 
although few if any broken necks have actually been 
observed. 

As soon as the prey is dead, a single lion will often 
drag it's catch to a less open spot. The abdomen is 
opened, and the meal usually starts with the entrails. 

Lions vary widely in their tastes, which tend to vary 
on a region by region basis. Almost all lions eat the 
heart, liver and kidneys. Some lions will often then 
bury the stomach and intestines, but frequently just 
make an attempt at doing this. Why they do this is 
unknown. Other lions will eat everything in the body 
cavity except the stomach, showing a strong 
preference for the intestines. The meal then proceeds 
with the hindquarters, which is the fleshiest part of 
the animal. The lions will then work forwards 
towards the head. It is also unusual for lions to open 
the skull. Individuals in a group of lions feeding will 
go for whatever they can get their teeth into, with the 
strongest individuals getting the best morsels. If the 
pride male is present, he will often (but not always) 
hog the kill for himself, until he is sated. The females 
eat next, and then, the cubs. In some locales, the 
males prefer the flesh and will start eating the 
hindquarters of a fresh kill while the females fight 
over the entrails. 

Lions have poor table manners and will often fight 
over their food. But, when it's all over, they will lick 
each others' wounds. Imagine getting wounded just 
trying to eat dinner! 

Unlike most other cats, lions prefer to eat crouching 
or lying down. 

Just because a lion suceeds in making a kill dosen't 
always mean it gets to eat it. Frequently, other 
predators, especially hyenas, will pester a lion to the 
point where he will abandon a kill to them. Smaller 
predators aren't as sucessful, but often grab scraps 
when the lion isn't looking. This works in reverse, 
too. Often one or more lions will scare another 
predator off of it's kill. 

Lions are scavengers, too. They will eat most 
anything they find dead. For many old males too old 
to run down live game, scavenging may be their only 
way to find food. 

A lion will gorge itself, if possible, on a kill. An adult 
will typically eat 40 pounds (18 Kg.) of meat at a 
time, with reports of as much as 75 pounds (34 Kg.) 
consumed in one sitting. A single lion may take two 
or more meals from a kill over a 2-3 day period, 
while prides usually cannot get more than one meal 
for everybody after an average kill. After eating a 
large meal, lions will sleep for as long as 24 hours 
(what a life!). A good, full meal for a pride may 
result in four days of little activity, and no great 
desire to hunt until the sixth day. 
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A lion can hold a posture that tells the prey animals 
around it that it is not hunting. The lion will then be 
able to pass by without causing much more than 
unusual caution.Lions become sexually mature 
around the age of two to three years. At this time, the 
males go off in search of a pride of their own. The 
females generally become the breeding stock for the 
next generation of the pride. However, some females 
will wander out of the pride (Or be kicked out in rare 
cases) and become nomads. Nomadic lions will mate, 
and even raise families. 

Mating among lions is not much different from that 
of any other cat. A female lion can come into heat at 
any time, although there tend to be peak periods for 
mating in different parts of Africa. A female will be 
in estrus for 4-8 days. If no pregnancy results, the 
estrus cycle will repeat in about 90 days or so. During 
mating, the male and female are together constantly, 
and they usually do not eat. 

The mating begins with growling, pawing and even 
biting. When the female is finally in the mood, she 
lies down, and the male mounts her. Actual 
copulation takes 6-10 seconds, after which time the 
male gently bites the female's neck. The female then 
turns and bares her teeth at the male. The cycle 
repeats itself, maybe every 20 minutes, and a pair of 
lions can mate 40 times in a day! It is also known that 
a female may mate with more than one male during 
her estrus. The result is her cubs may have different 
fathers. 

Male cats have spines on their penis that point 
backwards. The purpose of these spines is to cause 
slight trauma to the female's vagina upon withdrawal 
of the penis. The resulting pain triggers ovulation. It 
may also help explain why the female turns and bares 
her teeth at the male at the end of mating. The penis 
is also very mobile, and can be pointed backwards for 
spraying. In fact, I have observed the penis pointed 
backwards most of the time on one lion, and this may 
be the normal condition. Lions can also move their 
penis from side to side while spraying, to catch 
something a bit off-center (I have been sprayed this 
way). 

Female lions are also capable of synchronous 
breeding. Especially if a new set of males has just 
taken over a pride and killed all the cubs, the females 
will come into heat all at once. This serves to shorten 
the reproductive cycle for the first generation of new 
cubs. 

The relationship between man and the lion have not 
always been a good one. Even to this day, lions are 
still shot as vermin in some parts of Africa. Until 
recently, lion populations in general were healthy in 
most of their present range, with numbers in the 30-
40,000's. Poaching, and habitat destruction have 
taken their toll on the lion, but the biggest problem 
today appears to be disease. Diseases such as canine 
distemper, tuburcelosis, and FIV (feline equivalent of 
HIV) and even HIV have decimated lion populations 
in the last several years. South Africa is espercially 
hard-hit, with dramatic population losses in the 
Kruger National Park area. Population estimates for 
wild lions now number 18-24,000. 

A small population of lions lives in the Gir Forest 
Sanctuary of India. This population of lions has come 
back from a very low number to about 350 animals. 
Very recently, a new sanctuary has been declared for 
the lion in this area, giving them more room to spread 
out without causing conflicts with humans. 
Suprisingly, certain tribes of people coexist more or 
less peacefully with the lion in these sanctuaries. 
Still, the Asiatic lion is highly endangered.  

Another factor that has led to severe losses in lion 
population in some areas is hunting. It has always 
been the norm for hunters to take male lions. When a 
pride male is killed, new males take over the pride 
and kill the cubs. This effectively stops the pride 
from producing new adults for 18 months to two 
years. Also, the tendency to select bigger-maned lion 
while hunting has resulted in an overall decrease in 
mane size among wild lions. As a result of these 
factors, many countries in Africa have banned lion 
hunting, or severely restricted it. 

The lion is the only big cat that is not considered an 
endangered species (Asiatic lion excepted). It is listed 
in CITES appendix II as a 'threatened species'. This 
means that there are some restrictions in international 
trade of lions and their parts. But with the current 
sharp decrease in lion populations, endangered status 
is probably not far down the road. 

Here is a list of commonly recognized lion 
subspecies, living or extinct: 

• Angola Lion (P.l. bleyenberghi) - 
Zimbabwe, Angola and Zaire  

• Asiatic Lion (P.l. persica) - Gir forest 
sanctuary of NW India  
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• Barbary Lion (P.l. leo) - Extinct 1920, but it 
is suspected more and more that they may 
exist in captivity in America and Africa.  

• Cape lion (P.l. melanochaitus) - Extinct 
1850 The Cape Lion may also very well be 
existing in captivity. find more info about 
the ongoing project to bring back the 
Barbary and Cape lion on the Lion Links 
page.  

• Masai Lion (P.l. massaicus) - Eastern Africa 
(Notably Kenya and Tanzania)  

• Senegalese Lion (P.l. senegalensis) - 
Western Africa  

• Transvaal or South African Lion (P.l. 
kruegri) - Botswana, Nambia, and South 
Africa. (The white Lions of Timbavati 
included here.)  

Subspeciation in lions is a subject of much debate. It 
is looking more and more like there are two, perhaps 
three subspecies of lions instead of the seven 
mentioned above. The Barbary Lion Reintroduction 
Program has been studying the genetics of lions off 
and on now for some years. They have yet to be 
sucessful in finding a genetic marker for the Barbary 
lion. In the end, it may be that we will identify 
Barbary lions (or any other lion 'subspecies') by their 
phenotypic (appearance) traits. 

Luckily, many African nations have set aside large 
game reserves for thier most important national 
treasure- their wildlife. This, of course, includes 
lions. These parks bring thousands of tourists, and 
hard foreign cash with them, each year. But, pressure 
from farmers may erode the areas in some of these 
parks. Poachers have killed much wildlife in recent 
years, and some parks have experienced all-out 'wars' 
between rangers, poachers, and even local native 
tribes. Man's intervention in natural ecosystems can 
also cause serious problems. In 1994, canine 
distemper- introduced accidently by man- wiped out 
a third of the Serengeti's lions. Although this 
epidemic is now under control, the damage has been 
done. Luckily, lions have a lot of reproductive 
potential, and numbers should return to normal 
within a generation or two. (More information about 
the canine distemper epidemic can be found on the 
lion links sectoin of this webpage.) In South Africa, 
Tubercelosis is now wiping out out many lions. 
Unlike canine distemper, Tubercelosis can be carried 
naturally in some lion prey species (Namely Cape 
Buffalo) and will be much harder to control. 

India has a small population of the Asiatic lion. The 
250 or so members of this group are all that remain of 
the lions that once roamed all of the Middle East and 
Asia. These lions are more tolerant of man than their 
Afircan counterparts. That makes them easy to study. 
But at the same time, they get into trouble when they 
wander into town. Just imagine finding a lion going 
through your garbage can! Asiatic lions are a bit 
smaller than their African counterparts, and the males 
tend to have scruffier manes. 

In South Africa, the value of their wildlife is now 
being recognized by businesspeople. Many large 
(50,000 acres or more) reserves for lions and other 
animals have been set up all over the country, and 
many smaller ones exist as well. Some of these 
private reserves run lion conservation breeding 
programs and seek to strengthen the bloodlines of 
captive lions. Some of the unneeded animals are then 
turned loose on these large reserves and hunted (not 
to be confused with so-called 'canned hunting', which 
the operators of thes reserves hate) by hunters who 
pay a large price for the privelige. This gives the lion 
a fair chance (A lion typically lives from six months 
to two years in the 'wild' before being sucessfully 
hunted.), and gives the hunter a challenge identical to 
hunting a truly wild lion. And, since the population of 
the lions is controlled by other means, this kind of 
hunting does not cause the kind of reproductiove 
problems that hunting wild lions does. The proceeds 
from the hunting are then funneled back into the 
breeding program, and it becomes self-sustaining. At 
least one of these programs is now big enough where 
it can supply quality lion genetic materials (semen, 
etc.) to breeders all over the world. In fact the game 
reserve programs in South Africa are now so 
sucessful that there are now more lions in private 
reserves in Africa than there are living in the wild. 

Zoos are more and more becoming a safe holdout for 
predators. Far from the caged showcases they used to 
be, modern zoos seek to preserve and strengthen the 
bloodlines of the animals they care for. Many zoos 
try to keep their animals on tracts of land that 
resemble their natural habitat. Indeed, there are far 
more siberian tigers in zoos than now exist in the 
wild! (There is a long ways to go with lions, though, 
in terms of building population reserves of known 
bloodlines. Unfortunately, some of the efforts by the 
largest zoos has been nearly self-defeating due to an 
overbearing requirements for 'subspecies purity'-- 
they have taken it too far the other direction.) The 
day may come when we will rebuild natural 
populations from zoo animals. (Land has already 
been obtained for a place to bring back the Barbary 
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lion as soon as it is agreed on what is a 'Barbary lion', 
and suitable numbers of them have been bred in 
captivity.) Work by people like the Adamsons (of 
'Born Free' fame) will help us to more easily 
accomplish this difficult task. The sad truth, however, 
is that suitable habitat for the African lion is 
disappearing, and we may someday only have captive 
lions. (So, now is the time to learn how to properly 
care for them in captivity.) 

Another emerging resource in the battle to preserve 
the lion for posterity is the private amimal owner. 
Although certainly not commonplace, there are quite 
a number of private individuals who raise big cats for 
a variety of purposes. Their expertise often exceeds 
that of large zoos. In fact, a substantial portion of the 
lions captive genetic potential lies among these 
people, and the day must come when the large and 
the small facilities join together in preserving the 
captive genetic diversity of the African lion. One 
problem with private ownership is that there are 
occasional situations where a lion or other big cat is 
abused, or is improperly caged, allowed to escape, 
injures or kills someone, etc. It needs to be 
recognized that this is not the rule with these people, 
but the exception. Unfortunately, animals rights 
groups and the media tens to blow incidents 
involving big cats way out of proportion in their goal 
to either ban ownership of all animals, or to sell 
newspapers. The damage that is being done to 
responsible owners by these actions must be 
recognized and stopped. 

As a result of the aforementioned actions by the 
media and animal rights groups, a wave of legislation 
is being introduced in this country to ban private 
ownership of lions and other large felines. 
Unfortunately, the important message of the role that 
responsible private lion owners play is not being 
heard by legislators. This may mean that the biggest 
threat to captive lions populations in this country 
might actually be a legal one. 

The above particulars are the powerful Lion facts.In 
ancient South India the bones of Leo were used to 
prepare drugs.This is the No.1 medicine in those 
days.Yes,now-a-days this Leo-drug is an alternative 
medicine 

Preparation of Leo-drug 

Ten different kinds of herbs and the bones of a grown 
up lion are the basic raw materials for the preparation 
of Lion-drug.Iff one consumes this medicine from 41 

to 365 days the following miracles will take place in 
the body: 

1.New hair and tooth will appear. 

2.The old skin fades away and the new soft skin will 
appear. 

3. The eye-sight will become very sharp. 

4. The body never gets tired even after prolonged 
hard-work. 

5.100 year old person becomes 13 year old boy. 

6. The duration of sexual intercourse naturally 
increases.One can satisfy a number of girls 
simultaneously. 

7. Both the male and female bodies[ consumers of 
leo-Drug] do not get tired after a very long coitus 

8. Above all, the perfect consumer of this alternative 
drug will LIVE FOR SEVERAL HUNDRED 
YEARS WITHOUT ANY DESEASE.All the body 
complaints will de completely cured.The consumer 
can enjoy the PARADISE on earth. 

The author is not at all boasting.I am confident,very 
confident,In fact too confident about this drug.I am 
looking for a sponsor to complete this 
project.IInterested people can/may contact me at  
any time.Readers comments are most welcome. 
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5. Treatments that have not traditionally been 
used in standard Western medicine, and are 
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may include naturopathic medicine (herbs 
and plants), homeopathy, traditional 
Chinese medicine, Ayurvedic medicine, and 
others. 
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6. Any medical practice of form of treatment 
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acupuncture, homeopathy, aromatherapy, 
naturopathy, etc. 
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7. A broad category of treatment systems (eg, 
chiropractic, herbal medicine, acupuncture, 
homeopathy, naturopathy, and spiritual 
devotions) or culture-based healing 
traditions such as Chinese, Ayurvedic, and 
Christian Science. ... 
www.aidsetc.org/aidsetc  

8. Any form of therapy used alone, without 
recommended standard/conventional 
treatment. 
www.arnothealth.org/index.asp  

9. Alternative medicine includes a variety of 
therapies that work to increase wellness, 
prevent illness and address existing 
symptoms and conditions. Increasingly, 
many medical professionals regard 
alternative medicine as complementary to 
conventional medicine.  
www.bcbsnc.com/apps/glossary/all.do  

10. Any form of medicine or healing other than 
the type approved by medical doctors and 
hospitals. ( A question worth thinking about 
is why Modern Western Medicine—which is 
five hundred years old at most—has come 
to be seen as traditional, whilst Indian 
Ayurvedic or Traditional Chinese Medicine  
www.reiki.nu/treatment/healing/dictionary/dic
tionary.html  

11. The use of various non-drug, non-surgical 
related therapies. Using natural means of 
treatment. 
www.garyflegal.com/glossary.htm  

12. Any system of health care or specific 
treatment that is not currently widely 
accepted by conventional medicine and/or 
not taught in its medical schools. It is a term 
best used for systems or treatments that 
function to replace a conventional treatment.  
www.heartlandnaturopathic.com/glossary.ht
m  

13. All approaches to health which are not 
conventional - generally accepted by the 
medical establishment - to health and 
disease. 
www.tlccenter.com/glossary.ivnu  

14. Means herbal or homeopathic medicine 
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15. Is the use of health care approaches to 
replace conventional medicine. These types 
of approaches include chiropractic, 
naturopathy, and homeopathy, among 
others. For example, this could mean using 
herbal products instead of prescription 
drugs, or visiting a homeopath instead of 
your family MD. 
chealth.canoe.ca/channel_health_features_
details.asp  
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